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Kenzo is a revolutionary paint protection coating that contains 100% 
silica providing the highest level of gloss and protection. It’s backed 
by an official warranty provided by IGL Coatings, supported by 
certified IGL Coatings Master Applicators. It forms a layer of thick 
coating that radiates a rich and natural glow reminiscent of a 
bespoke wax while providing unmatched protection. Running your 
hands across a Kenzo coated car is like touching soft luxurious silk.  
It will never be the same again.

www.iglcoatingsusa.comwww.iglcoatingscanada.com



Benefits
Extreme hardness

& durability

Improved resistance
against harsh weather

Extreme 
hydrophobic

properties

Official 
warranty

Radiates a rich 
and natural glow

Features of

experience the
difference

Kenzo’s self cleaning effect is thanks to its amazing hydrophobicity which comes 
from the coating’s ability to create a very low surface tension. Dust, dirt, tree sap 
and contaminants sit on top of the coated surface and are easily washed off with 
water. Contaminants that do manage to attach to the coatings are removed 
effortlessly without the need to use any aggressive mechanical process.

Self Cleaning

Dead bugs and bird droppings are the bane of all paint. They are highly acidic and 
if left long enough, will cause permanent damage to your paint. Traditional waxes 
and sealants are unable to protect against them.  When bird droppings dry under 
the heat of the sun and moisture is added back to it, the etching process begins on 
the paint. With the high acid resistance of Kenzo, dead bugs and bird droppings will 
no longer be able to damage the paintwork.

Protection

Marring happens when you wash, dry, or even touch your paint. IGL Kenzo is proven 
to resist marring when properly maintained and cared for. During the lifetime of Kenzo, 
it is crucial for your vehicle to be maintained by your Authorized Kenzo Installer who will 
use proper techniques to uphold you Kenzo’s protective properties.

Reduces Micro Marring

It took an entire year of development to create Kenzo. The combination of skilled paint 
correction and professional Kenzo application is the perfect formula to enhance the 
rich and natural gloss of the paintwork. Kenzo will make heads turn.

Increased Gloss

100%
Silica


